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V Sge was studied on 277 photonegatives of the Moscow and Odessa plate collections covering 
the interval JD 2 414309-48884. The total range is 10m05-13m28 with a mean brightness 11?53. 
The nonnal distribution approsimation may be applied to the intensity rather than to brightness. 
Slow variations are not periodic showing peaks at  the periodograrn at  920d, GId and 215d, contrary 
to the published values 550d and 24gd. The cycle length underwent changes. The best “running 
paralolae” fits correspond to the filter half width At  from 2Sd to 50d. The orbital variations are 
blendd by physical variability of the system. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

\J Sge is one of the most attracting Ws. Being very bright (8m6-13m6, Iiliolopov 
~t n L ,  19PS), it was discovered at  the beginning of the century. The light variations 
were classified as irregular and separated in to slow waves with a cycle length from 
100d to 600d aiid amplitude of M jrn and more rapid fluctuations of % 2” during a 
few days. fJcrhig e t  al. (1965) discussed these previous findings and have discovered 
regular eclipses and estiiiiated the orbital period = 09514195 and proposed a 
model based 011 photoelectric and spectral data. Their value was  slightly corrected 
(Porh = Od514198) by Koch et al. (1986). Sniak (1995) has found its secular 
decrease with a rate d P / d  = -4.8 x lo-’’. The Catalogue by Aslanov e l  al. 
(1979) also mentioned the fast coherent (47.7 s) oscillations (Patterson, 1977) and 
a slow photometric cycle of 550d. 

Recent interest, the object is partially connected with observational and theoret- 
ical study of the winds from the accretion disks in cataclysmic variables (Vitello and 
Shlosman, 1993; Mauche, 1994; Nafar el af., 1992). Herbig el al. (1965) estimated 
the masses of the primary and secondary M I  = 0.74Ma and A42 = 2.8Ma. Koch e l  
al. (198G) proposed a model according to which the primary is a helium star filling 
its Roche lobe and the secondary is a neutron star surrounded by the accretion 
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disk. In 1995 an international campaign for photometric observations of this star 
was initiated by Hric e l  al. (1996). 

In this paper we discuss the result,s of photographic photometry only. One 
may find analysis of the UBV photoelectric observations and the AFOEV visual 
estiinates in Marsakova e l  al. (1996). 

2 OBSERVATIONS 

Observations were made on 211 plates of the State Sternberg Astrononiical Institute 
(SAI) and 66 plat.es of the Astronomical Observatory of the Odessa State University 
(A0  OSU). In both cases the emulsion ORWO ZU-21 was used, thus only ininor 
differences between the instrumental systems are found. The time interval covered 
is JD  2 414 309-48 091 and 2 440 827-48 884, respectively. The U B V  magnitudes of 
the comparison stars were obtained by S. Yu. Shugarov (Marsakova ell al., 1996). 

Figure 1 The coinposite photographic light curve of V Sge. Crosses correspond to the SAI 
plates, filled circles to the A 0  OSU plates. Iiorizontal lines show decreasing subintervals used for 
periodogram analysis: “a”: JD 2439683-48884 (top, n = 246). “h“: 2445848448884 (middle, 
n = 203), “c”: 2445848-47002 (bottom, n = 126). 

The composite light curve for Moscow and Odessa is shown in Figure 1.  One may 
see apparent slow brightness variations superimposed on the :nore rapid changes. 
The range of the briglitness variations is 10’!’04-13’!’28 with t w o  sure exceptions: 
107105 (HJD 2438942.416) and 10m29 (IIJD 2446728.222). The mean brightness 
is ll’P53 f Om03, the r.ni.s. deviation from the mean is u = Om62 k OY03. The 
asyniinetry A = ( ( ~ J I  - ( 7 ~ 7 ) ) ~ ) / a ~  = 0.542 is positive and relatively large; the excess 
E = ( ( in  - ( w ~ ) ) ~ ) / r ”  - 3 = -0.403 is negative and also large, challenging the 
hypothesis of a normal distribirtion. 

The histogram of the brightness distribution is shown in Figure 2 with a fit, “1” 
corresponding to tlie normal distribution with the mean and variance equal to  the 
observed ones. The median of the distribution is equal to ll‘n53 and is marked by 
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Figure 2 The lustogram of the 277 photographic brightness estimates of V Sge. The vertical 
m o w  corresponds to the median of the distribution, the line “1” to the normal distribution fit 
to the brightness; the line “2” to the normal distribution fit to the intensity. Vertical bars at 
horizontal lines correspond to the values of brightness (m), (m) f urn (“1”) and ( I ) ,  ( I )  f 41 

( I ” ’ ’ ) .  

a vertical arrow. One may see that the histogram has an asymmetric shape which 
may not be fitted by the normal distribution. 

The second hypothesis we check is that the normal distribution may correspond 
to the intensity I rather than the bn’ghiaess m. The values of the brighhess corre- 
sponding to the mean intensity are llm49fOm03 and to the relative r.1n.s. deviation 
Om45 f Om04. One may see that the fit “2” corresponding to the approximation 
of the intensity distribution by the normal distribution fits the histogram much 
better than the curve “1”. However, there is a deficiency of data points in  the 
raiige llml-12m0 and a corresponding excess of measurements fainter than 12m0. 
This may indirectly argue for an amplitude-limited component of the variations, 
e.g. orbital and/or (quasi-)periodic luminosity changes. 

3 CORRECTIONS OWING TO ORBITAL VARIABILITY 

A s  the eclipses of V Sge are superimposed on to physical variability, we tried to 
remove their influence and to obtain “reduced” values of the maximum brightness. 
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Figure 3 Phase light curve for “low” and “intermediate” luminosity states (top) and for all 
observations (bottom). The solid l i e  is a photoelectric phase curve scaled to the inactive state; 
the dashed line is a photoelectric phase curve shifled at a constant intensity difference. The 
horizontal line corresponds to the “limiting” light curve with zero amplitude. 

For this purpose we have plotted our data on to t.he p h a ~ e  curve shown in Figure 3. 
The phases were computed according to the ephemeris of Smak (1995) 

Minl = 2437889.9157 + 0.51419706. E - 1.23 x lo-’’ . E2 (1) 

where we used the moment of observation as the left part and (cycle nuniber + 
phase) instead of E. 

The phase curve is very noisy so we could not determine a valuable smoothing 
function. The peak of the periodogram computed by using the program FOUR- 
0 by Andronov (1994) near the orbital value is lower than a lot of nearby peaks 
caused by physical variability. Our analysis of the data in small time intervals 
corresponding to nearly the same luminosity states leads to the conclusion that 
the amplitude decreases towards high luminosity states; thus one has to model t,he 
luminosity dependence of the phase curve. A few nights corresponding to the lowest 
state were not sufficient to cover the whole phase interval, and we have used the 
mean photoelectric curve obtained for one luminosity state by Marsakova e t  al. 
(199G) a3 the ‘‘standard” one. The first approach often used is to subtract from the 
original observation the brightness of the “standard” curve. In this case the phase 
for the residuals showed an apparent maximum near phase 0 as the eclipse depth 
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is overestimated. A similar situation occurred when we transferred magnitudes to 
relative intensities. In this case, the amplitude of the “standard” curve increases 
with decreasing luminosity more rapidly t8han our observations show. Thus we have 
rejected both these hypotheses. 

The next approach was to separate the lowest state and to compute the co- 
efficients of the linear fit m i , *  - (m,)  = b (?%t (4 i )  - (m,t)), where mj,* is the 
photographic magnitude and mSt(&) is the value at the standard curve at  the 
same phase. The mean values are (m,) = 12m68 and (rn,l) = l l m 7 5  and the 
slope is b = 1.45 f 0.18. Assuming a linear increase of the amplitude with mean 
magnitude one may easily obtain the brightness level mo = 9m77 correspond- 
ing to zero amplitude. In this very formal model one may obtain a parame- 
ter u; = (mi - nto)/(m,(+l) - m o )  and a “reduced” brightness at m&ximum 

= rno + cri . (mmax,* - rno). In fact for the analysis one may use the pa- 
ramet*er cri itself, and the last 1inea.r traiisform to  formal “maximum brightness” is 
needed to  deal with the more usual parameter - magnitude. 

The phase curve for such “reduced” data again has a fornial maximum near phase 
0 because, according to our observations, the amplitude decreases to nearly zero a t  
rno = 107’8 and the difference between the mean photographic and phoroelectric 
magnitude is affected not only by the difference in the luminosity states, but also 
by a shift owing to the difference between the instrumental systems. As the UBV 
curves are highly correlated, the shape of the phase curve must not differ for pg 
and ph magnitudes, but a linear transformation is possible. Finally, we have chosen 
t,lie value ?no = 10m8 to avoid any significant phase dependence of the reduced 
data. The corresponding r.m.s. deviation from the mean decreased from Om62 for 
“initial” data to Om50 for the “reduced” data. The maximum amplitude of the 
‘Lreduced” data for one night is Om33. As one may not expect significant luminosity 
changes during a few hours, this value characterizes the accuracy of photographic 
observations. The “reduced” da.ta were used for further analysis to check differences 
in t.he results owing to orbital variability. 

The hist0gra.m of the reduced brightness and intensity is shown in Figure 2. 
The mean brightness is 111’51; u = 07150, and the asymmetry is A = 0.381. The 
niediaii of the distribution is 11m39. The brightness corresponding to the mean 
intensity is equal to l lm40, u = Om39, also closer to the median than (m), as for 
the initial data. However, the deviation of the distribution from the normal one is 
still significant; it is also smaller for the reduced data than for the init,ial ones. 

The resulting approximating phase curve for minimal luminosity Irr = 1) is 
shown in Figure 3. For compa.rison we show a phase curve obtained from the 
photoelectric one by subtracting constant intensity at a value corresponding to the 
magnitude a.t mid-eclipse, which is equal to the “reduced” one for a = 1. 

4 PERJODOGRA M ANALYSIS 

For the analysis we have chosen the whole observational interval and three subinter- 
vals marked in Figure 1 by horizontal lines. Tlic two brightenings mentioned above 
mere removed from the subinterval runs to reduce bias of the results. 
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Figure 4 The photographic light curve of V Sge in the best covered time subinterval “b”. Filled 
squares correspond to a possible brightening not taken into account for periodogram analysis. The 
subintervals “1”-“4” are shown separately in Figure 7; their sum is the smallest subinterval “c” 
used for periodogram analysis. 

We have used the one-harmonic approximation for each trial period and com- 
puted a periodogram S(f) = ug/ub by using the program FOUR-0 by Andronov 
(1994). Here 60 and uc are r.m.s. deviations of the observed (0) and calculated 
(C) values from the mean. The corresponding periodograms are shown in Figure 5 .  
One may note a few peaks in the periodograrns which have similar height. The 
characteristics of the highest peaks, including the best fit period P I  and amplitxde 
r l ,  are listed in Table 1.  The “false alarm probability”, i.e. the probability of oh- 
taining a peak of given height at  one of the “independent frequencies” if the data 
are pure white noise (cf. Terebizh, 1992; Andronov, 1994, 1996), is equal to 

The values of L, are very large justifying the conclusion that the signal is not re- 
ally white noise. However, such a complex structure of the periodogram may be due 
to the cycle length changing with time and to the influence of a “spectral window”. 

The periodograms were also computed for the resuduals of the observations from 
the best sine fit. The corresponding amplitude r2 and period Pz are also listed in 
Table 1. The values appearing more than once are M 9206, 60.6d and x 210d. 

Table 1. Characteristics of the highest peaks of the periodogram 

run n (m) a, S ( j )  I,,, PI rl ‘ 2  9 

Oi 277 11.65 0.619 0.188 9.3 
246 11.60 0.586 0.211 9.9 

bi 203 11.61 0.591 0.250 10.4 
ci 126 11.79 0.653 0.449 14.2 
Or 277 11.51 0.500 0.201 10.4 
ar 246 11.48 0.472 0.225 10.9 
br 203 11.48 0.482 0.280 12.2 
cr 126 11.64 0.530 0.455 14.5 

913.8 f 2.0 
72.99 f .05 
922.9 f 16. 
60.57 f .ll 
214.8 f .ll 
896.0 f 4.6 
928.6 f 16. 
60.63 f .ll 

411f.51 324 
379f47 301 
459f 57 303 
652f67 393 
321f39 272 
374f43 266 
393f46 262 
530f54 313 

36.7 
221.0 
36.7 
208.0 
40.8 
91.2 
37.7 
210.0 
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to bottom). Vertical arrows correspond to the suspected "periods" 550d and 2J6d, respectively. 
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Figure 6 
("i", 1,2) and reduced ("r", 3,4) data in the subidtervals "0" (1,2) and "c" (2,4). 

Signal-to-noise ratio for the "running parabolae" fits vs. filter half-width At for initial 

5 ANALYSIS USING THE METHOD OF "RUNNING PARABOLAE" 

As discussed above, the variations of luminosity are aperiodic and we used another 
method to estimate the characteristic time scale. The "running parabolae" fit (An- 
dronov, 1990) was used with a number of trial values of the filter half-width At 
ranging from Id  to 1000Od. As expected from theoretical models, with increasing 
values of Af the r.m.s. deviation of the observations from the fit uo-c increases, 
the mean number of observations located within the filter width increases leading 
t,o a decrease of the r.m.s. value of the error estimate of the fit at the time of obser- 
vation. The last parameter we may use as "noise". The r.m.s. amplitude uc of the 
fit. ( "signal") decreases. Thus the "signal/noise" (S/N) ratio lias a well-pronounced 
maximum for signals with cyclic shape. For periodic signals, Atmax = 0.5450P. 

The dependence of S I N  on At is shown in Figure 6 for initial and reduced 
data. Contrary to periodic signals, the maximum is very wide; the values rapidly 
decrease for At 5 lood. For At < lod the number of observations located within 
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Figure 7 Light curves for the initial (top) and reduced (bottom) data in subinterval “c” and 
their “running parabolae“ fits with At = 25d. For the interval 462OCb-46400 the value At = 50d 
was adopted bacause of larger gaps between thc observations. 

the filter width is much smaller, thus the curves become unstable. For the adopt,ed 
interval of At, the maxima of S/N occur at 2sd (both initial and reduced data in 
the subinterval “b”) and at  39-50d for the whole interval. The maximum values 
S/N,,, reach 6 (reduced data in subinterval “c”) and are smaller for the initial data 
than for reduced data (owing to the contribution of much faster orbital variability) 
and for the whole interval than for the subinterval u ~ n  (owing to higher amplitude 
and more prominent cyclicity). 

The light curves for four‘seasons within subinterval “c” are shown in Figure 7. 
They exhibit apparent variations of luminosity at time scales 50-150d. The influence 
of the orbital variability on the light curve at larger time scales is clearly seen. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

Although the orbital variability is significant, it is blended by larger luminosity 
changes forbidding 11s to determine. the phase curve. The reduction of the data in 
the frame of the hypothesis of constant shape and amplitude linearly dependent on 
the mean brightness allows us  to decrease the scatter of the light curve and study 
the variations with higher signal-to-noise ratio. 
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The periodogram at low frequencies exhibits a variety of peaks with a height ratio 
changing with the width of the subinterval. The long-term changes are apparently 
seen at a cycle length 900d, but in the smaller subinterval “c” the variations are 
much faster, and the highest peak of the periodogram occurs at GO.Gd. Another peak 
is observed at  a timescale close to the value 248.7 f 0.2d derived from the AFOEV 
observations (Marsakova et al., 1996). The number of photographic observations is 
siiialler than of the AFOEV ones, but they are homogeneous, obtained by using the 
same emulsion, and thus the transitions between maximal and minimal brightness 
are well pronounced, as one may see in Figure 7. Thus the derived “cycle length” 
values may be interpreted as a characteristic time of irregular variations rather than 
the duration of the quasi-periodic oscillations. The aperiodic fluctuations are best 
fitted by a “running parabolae” approximation with a filter half-width At ranging 
from 25d to 50d. 

Continuation of the monitoring is needed to study the character of the luminosity 
variations of this interesting object. 
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